The San Francisco meeting was very busy, as is typical for this venue. Neal and Harry organized a session of Ask Dr. Safety which included a presentation and discussion from Haim Weizman from UC San Diego about producing high quality, authentic safety videos. Ralph’s symposium on green labs drew a rather different crowd from sustainability and energy conservation offices. Ralph also organized a retrospective of lab safety. Doug’s CHAS awards symposium honored Kim Jeskie for her work at Oak Ridge, Sheila Kennedy and her colleagues from the Student Disability Center at UC San Diego were honored for the nationwide reach of their work, and my own Chemistry Department at UCDavis was recognized. I also organized a symposium on facilitating students with disabilities in the academic laboratory. A presentation from Hoby Webler and his mentor, Dean Tantillo, about the creative ways Hoby (who happens to be blind) has been able to be successful in teaching and research was particularly well-received. Five posters in Sci-Mix rounded out our program.

For Spring 2015 in Denver, Larry Doemeny have organized a Presidential symposium on nanotechnology. It will be scheduled for Sunday afternoon and all day Monday. I was able to avoid programming opposite the PRES symposium on Sunday afternoon and Monday morning, since our very own Diane Schmidt will be President of the Society and we need to be supportive. Five posters are planned for Sci-Mix. The symposia planned are here:

- **Legalized Marijuana & Health & Safety**
  N. R. Langerman, R. W. Phifer, Organizers, Presiding

- **Ask Dr. Safety: EH&S Support of Nanotechnology R&D**
  H. J. Elston, N. R. Langerman, Organizers, Presiding

- **Safety in Undergraduate Teaching**
  F. K. Wood-Black, Organizer, Presiding

For Fall 2015 in Boston, Awards are planned for Monday afternoon, to coincide with our Social. Ralph is working on a chemical information symposium, and a symposium on 25 years after promulgation of the lab standard is planned. A session on new technology for fume hoods and ductless enclosures is planned. Ask Dr. Safety: After the incident, and demonstrations and undergraduate teaching symposia are planned. Submission deadline is March 16th, 2015.

Programming succession planning: Frankie, Joe, and I continue to work as a programming committee. The ACS abstract management system continues to be frustrating. We’ll work through it and hope it gets better.